Changes in discrimination learning and brain activity (ERP's) due to combined exposure to NO and CO in rats.
Carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (NO) are air pollutants frequently appearing in combination. Information available on the mechanisms of NO intoxication suggests that in mixtures with CO additive effects should be assumed. In this study CO and NO-induced changes and their interaction were investigated at different levels of integration: carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) and methemoglobin (met-Hb) formation as well as centrally mediated effects were analyzed using evoked potential techniques and behavioral data from a complex discrimination learning experiment. Slight enhancements of COHb and met-Hb concentrations were seen for the combined CO + NO exposure conditions at low and high exposure levels when compared to isolated exposure conditions. The performance decrease was clearly higher under NO exposure than under CO exposure. Decrements were overadditive when simultaneous CO + NO exposure was used in higher concentration. Both gases affected early evoked potential components (P10, N30) in the same way: latencies were prolonged and amplitudes increased. Later potential components were differently influenced by CO and NO. Mainly the N150 amplitude was decreased in NO exposure and increased in CO conditions. N150 amplitude was also decreased after combined CO + NO exposure. At high levels this effect was overadditive indicating a dominant role of NO in the CO + NO combinations used in this experiment.